Romanell-Phi Beta Kappa Lectureship 2017
Richard Feldman

Rationality, Evidence, and Public Discourse

Lecture 1: An Account of Rational Belief
Thursday, September 7, 7:00-8:30
Rush Rhees Library, Hawkins Carlson Room

Lecture 2: Argument and Public Discourse
Thursday, September 14, 7:00-8:30
Rush Rhees Library,

Lecture 3: Can Reasonable People Disagree?
Monday, September 18, 7:00-8:30
Rush Rhees Library,

For more about the lectureship, see
https://www.pbk.org/WEB/PBK_Member/PROGRAMS/AWARDS__FELLOWSHIPS/Romanell_Professorship/PBK_Member/Programs/Awards__Fellowships/Romanell_Professorship.aspx?hkey=2a4f48c1-d7e9-4dc6-99f0-0818fd1d2473